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Customer Information

Yell Leisure Centre 

Tel: 01595 807704 

The party must be paid for at the time 

of booking. 

2018 - 2019

When booking a preschool party there 

must be sufficient number of adults to 

ensure safe supervision during the 

party. The responsibility for supervising 

the party will be the parents' although a 

member of our staff will be in 

attendance to ensure the children's 

safety on the bouncy castle.

For a pool party, children under the age 

of 8 should be accompanied by a 

responsible person as detailed in the 

pool admission policy. Please contact 

reception for details. 

Party teas can be held in the community 

room for up to 20 children. If you need 

more space it is possible to use a court 

in the hall or squash court. 

YELL LEISURE CENTRE



The perfect way for your kids to blow off 

steam bouncing around on our bouncy castle. 

The other courts in the hall are also available 

for play activities 

Cost: £41.35 

Fun and games in the pool. The splash party 

includes qualified life guard, floats, water 

toys and lots of fun! Usual pool rules apply. 

Cost: £34.60 

Maximum number 25

Splash Party

Party Options 

Splash Disco

Includes music and underwater lights. 

Cost: £53.90 

Maximum number 18

Inflatable Party

Bouncy Castle Party

Games Party

Roller Disco Party

Have fun in the pool with the Challenge 

inflatable. 

This party includes 2 qualified lifeguards, the 

Challenge inflatable, lots of splashing and fun. 

Cost: £53.90 

Recommended maximum number 18

DIY Party

Get your skaters on and zip around with your 

friends! Have great fun on your skates and 

scooters listening to the latest tunes. 

Cost: £32.95 

You can choose one of a mixture of sports and

activities including nerf gun, football, 

badminton, netball, rounders and dodgeball. 

Cost: Hall & Equipment hire 

Younger children love running around playing 

games and this party gives them the 

opportunity to do just that. It is particularly 

suitable if all the children are of a similar age. 

The Games party includes hire of the hall and 

member of staff to lead the activities. 

Cost: £32.95 


